FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Access Networks to Distribute SurgeX Products to US Integration Professionals
Encino, CA, January 30th, 2017 – Access Networks (accessca.com), the premier provider of enterprisegrade networking solutions for residential applications, has reached an agreement to distribute SurgeX
professional grade surge elimination and power conditioning products to professional integrators in the
US effective immediately.
SurgeX products have been engineered to protect vital networking components from surges and
electrical transients that can degrade performance and reliability resulting in unwanted downtime.
SurgeX is the only manufacturer of power conditioning products to offer Advanced Series Mode
technology, completely eliminating damaging energy peaks of up to 6,000 volts without the ground
contamination or common-mode disturbances that can degrade equipment performance. SurgeX power
protection and energy intelligence solutions give integrators the most stable power platform for all
smart home devices.
Now SurgeX products can be purchased through Access Networks, making them available to integrators
more quickly in all regions of the US. Access Networks is based in California and is scheduled to open an
east coast location in Easton, PA later this year. “Our agreement with Access Networks will help us get
SurgeX products to our customers in a timely manner, while also ensuring a consistently high level of
customer service”, said Jimmy Paschke, Sales Manager for SurgeX Residential. “SurgeX has shared a
synergistic relationship with Access Networks for years by providing the finest power products that
compliment Access Networks’ systems in the field. The two brands, when used together, have certainly
helped minimize network and power related issues in the field,” Paschke added.
“It has been our experience that whenever SurgeX is used in conjunction with Access Networks
solutions, integrators see a significant drop in service call-backs to the site,” explained Access Networks
CSO Bryce Nordstrand. “We are excited to make SurgeX products available to integrators and offer the
enhanced efficiency of logistics on both coasts once we open our Easton, PA location this summer.”
SurgeX power products are available today through Access Networks. Please contact
sales@accessca.com for more information
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Access Networks is the leading provider of pre-programmed, enterprise-grade networking solutions for the CE Space. Since
2003, Access Networks’ certified team of IT and AV professionals has designed and maintained networking solutions that are
customized to handle the complex needs of the automated residence. Utilizing the best enterprise-grade hardware, Access
Networks works directly with custom integrators around the globe to provide their clients with a best-in-class solution, and first
class service and support. Learn more at accessca.com
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